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He’s a life long drug dealer. She’s a regular customer who belongs to a rival Motorcycle Club. He
rescues her from an abusive biker, she robs him, she overdoes, but will that change him?Rex:I
keep it strictly business, I have no time for anyone’s personal drama. Take the bag, give me my
money. I don’t know why I’m helping this girl, not like this the first time I’ve seen a biker beat on
his old lady. She’s a customer of mine, but I doubt it would have hurt my pocket if I just stood by
and watched.As a matter of fact, she’ll probably come to me for a bag as soon as she’s done
taking the beating. But, here I am with a rival biker's old lady overdosing in my bed.What the hell
am I thinking? Dani:This is sure not the first time I’m getting punched in the face, and probably
not the last. I’m dazed, and all I can think of is getting my next hit and feeling this pain fade
away. When I come too, I see him, the one that can give me a hit, but he denies me my
hit. Instead he takes me back to his club, the minute he leaves me alone, I find some dope and
take a hit.I almost die.I’m tired of this junkie life, but will my dealer help me turn it around? This is
a stand-alone sweet and steamy short romance story, that is a part of the Savage Saints MC
series. Motorcycle outlaws and the curvy girls who love them. If you love insta love stories with
hot love scenes and a HEA, you won’t want to miss this one. No Cliffhangers. No Cheating. 
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Irene Talbert, “LOVE THIS SERIES..... This is the sixth book in the Savage Saints MC: New
Blood series. It's a fast-paced and standalone book that will keep you on the edge of your seat
from start to finish. There's action, adventure, drama, danger, suspense, twist/turns, enemies,
survival, intrigue, mystery/secrets, surprises, family, anger, friends/friendships, fear, pain,
conflict, resolution, confusion, confidence, strength, courage, trust, truths, stubbornness,
struggles, protection, tension, turmoil (emotional), arrogance, annoyance, manipulating,
insecurities, consequences, threats, life-threatening situations, conscience, redemption, chaos,
evil, frustration, determination, patience, happiness, romance, passion/lust and love.This is a
story about the h and H helping each other dark with the bad situation that their lives have
taken.Read to find out what happens. I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and this
review is my own opinion.”

CelticIndian, “Another great read!. Once again the author created a really good storyline,
characters you either love, or hate til you reach mid story, then you love. Really enjoy the way
familiar characters continue to pop into newer stories. I’ve already preordered the next two
books. I’m hoping the storyline continues further than just the two. I gave 4 out of 5 stars due to
the editing.”

Barbara Allen, “Rex. I enjoyed this book very much . It shows how love can make abig difference
in a persons life.  I loved  how they met and  all they went through to get to their HEA.”

Iris S., “Another great read. Enjoyed reading this book and reading about the characters and
their story. Looking forward to reading more from this author.”

M. Mendes Bookstagram, “Another 5 Book by Autumn Summers!!. Autumn Summers has
written another 5 Book. Rex is part of Savage Saints MC series. I have loved reading all about
the Savage Saints MC and this book is no exception. Rex touched on a few touchy subjects one
of which is substance abuse. Another touchy subject being domestic abuse. If you have triggers
this book might not be for you. Both Rex and Dani had past histories that they struggled to
overcome and unfortunately which is part of the reason for Dani’s substance abuse. Rex
rescued Dani from being abused even knowing what would likely be the result and he was not
even sure why he intervened but then again he found it hard to ignore. Rex takes Dani with him
back to his clubhouse and refuses to give Dani drugs for another hit . He offered to get her some
alcohol to help take the edge off and when he when he left her alone she manages to find some
harder drugs that she never tried before and overdoses. While Rex calls out for help and when
Dani was being treated Rex’s President of his club notices the tattoo proclaiming her as
belonging to a reveal MC. When Rex goes to meet with Lord, Red ask Dani some questions and
it becomes apparent that she didn’t even know that the Wicked Kings had tattooed her without



her knowledge. She just knew that Chisel had said she was his old lady and it was a place to eat
and sleep. Lord told Rex she needed to leave by morning but in the morning she passed out
from just trying to stand. After almost dying from overdosing Dani ask Rex to help her to get
clean. This sort of baffled Rex since he was dear drug dealer and she was a client. The next
morning Rex knew after Dani passed out from just standing that he his only options were to help
her or give her another fix and he was reluctant to do that. Although, Lord told Rex she had to
leave Rex knew she wouldn’t be going anywhere for at least a couple of days while her body
detoxes. While helping Dani get clean it forces Rex to question why he was still selling
drugs.When he was younger he did it to be able to eat and it was literally about survival but now
he was at a point where it wasn’t. While Dani was mostly through the worst of the withdrawals
and she is able to move around some she notices the looks she is getting and feels bad about
being the cause of tension between a Rex and Lord. But Rex was now on board with helping
Dani and told her to stay. Rex knows that Dani I struggling and not being trusted or wanted can
be hard so he considered taking her somewhere else to get clean but had to admit to himself he
had no where to go and when he went to find her and saw her doing a jigsaw with Wolf, another
club member, and overhears their conversation he changes his mind. The advice the Wolf gave
Dani makes Rex think about his own situation and decide to stop selling drugs and gets rid of all
the drugs he had on hand. He realized that he can’t help Dani if he has all that stuff around and
he can’t help himself either. He may not be addicted to using but he was to selling as a way to
cope in a different way. Rex also decided that if he feels if he feels he is strong enough to help
Dani stop using drugs then she is strong enough to help him too. There are so many things that
are against Dani and Rex that they must overcome but they find themselves trying to better
themselves for each other not just for themselves. After about a month Dani notices more of the
club members start to change their attitudes toward her including Lord. After about two months
after the night that Rex rescued Dani they become intimate. Dani had tried to get Rex to have
sex with her when she was going through withdrawals and Rex told her when she was clean and
sober if she still felt the same way and wanted to have sex he would oblige her. Dani approached
Rex to remind him and indicated that she wanted to have sex with him. They both come to
realize that they want to be together. This Book will have you going through a lot of different
emotions and fast paced enough that you don’t want to put it down. I don’t want to spoil this book
for you so I will just say that you will not regret reading this book. Hope you enjoy it as much as I
did.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

julianne, “Rex. i read this book as part of an arc program. This is the sixth book in the Savage
Saints MC series. In this book. Rex is a drug dealer and a member of the Savage Saints MC.
One night while Rex was out working, he noticed a regular customer Dani being hit be her
boyfriend, a member of a rival gang. Rex hates to see that and he takes Dani back to the Savage
Saints clubhouse. Dani thinks Rex is looking for something in exchange for drugs, but he
surprises her by telling her he won't sell to her. Rex offers to get Dani a drink and leaves her



alone in his room. Dani searches until she finds Rex's stash and Rex finds her overdosing. Rex
feels guilty for leaving Dani and vows to watch over her. Rex feels protective of Dani for some
reason and he wants to help her give up drugs. I liked this book, i liked Dani and Rex together. I
think they both made the other better. I liked this series so far, i look forward to the next one.”

PW, “Rex & Dani's Story. Rex and Dani both had very difficult lives growing up. Their stories go
to show that nature vs nurture can both strongly affect your adult life. Dani has substance abuse
issues that she uses to avoid the realities in her life. Rex is her supplier with a conscience. I
thoroughly enjoyed that their interactions are shy and considerate of each other which is so
sweet. Their lives take a turn when he helps Dani. This short is full of touching events especially
an epiphany that provides clarity for both. Fate and circumstances changed their interactions
that affected their lives and futures. This touching story about these characters adds another
dimension to this series. On to the next perdon. SophiaI received this book free as an ARC from
Booksprout for my honest review.”

Patti B., “New lease on life. Rex is in an MC and he also has been the guy to go to for drugs. He
is at a bar when he sees Dani being treated awful. He picks her up and escorts her out of the
bar. She keeps asking for a hit of anything to get her next fix, Rex ignores her and takes her
back to the club house where she will be safe. HeRex steps out of his room while he leaves
Dani. Dani needing a fix, finds some and takes it but it almost killed her.At this point Day asks
Rex for help to get clean. Rex realizes he no longer needs to sell drugs that harm people. Both
saved each other so now they both have a new lease on life of together.I received a free copy of
this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Mrs Sue Kirkpatrick, “Excellent. Rex is a drug dealer who helps Dani who belongs to another
bikers club. She overdosed on heroin and Rex helps her. This book brings to you the reality of
how drugs can damage and kill. I can’t say anymore because it will spoil the story for you the
reader. But, it does have a happy ending .I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and
am voluntarily leaving a review.”

The book by Autumn Summers has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 67 people have provided feedback.
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